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Goal: Build a system that reduces energy consumption for machine vision applications while maintaining high
accuracy through biologically inspired non-uniform image sampling and a scene cache.

Problem Description: Machine vision systems are key components of many important current and upcoming
technologies such as facial recognition and autonomous vehicles. These systems are not highly optimized for low-
power consumption limiting their potential applications in mobile, battery-powered devices. Biological systems,
however, are highly optimized to reduce energy consumption [1].

Related Work: Recent work has had success in reducing machine vision power while maintaining accuracy by
applying the biological principles. Most machine vision systems capture images at uniform resolution regardless of
whether the data in those sampled pixels are important to the classification task. The human eye however, consists
of one small region of high visual sensitivity, the fovea, while the rest of the visual field has much lower sensitivity. By
making a machine vision system that selectively samples only the important visual regions at high quality researchers
reduced energy consumption by 81% with less than 1% loss in accuracy [2].

Project Innovation: The goal of this project is to expand on digital foveation by applying further biological
principles. Biological vision systems overcome having limited regions of visual accuracy by remembering previously
sampled visual data in areas outside of the fovea. This project will implement a scene cache for a digital foveation
machine vision system, allowing the system to not only choose the location and resolution at which to optimally
sample pixels but also the frequency.

Aspects and challenges this project will entail:

• Choosing an appropriate machine vision task: Requires analyzing video. Possibilities include continuous facial
recognition, license plate scanning, and object detection for autonomous vehicles.

• Developing a memory structure for storing the scene cache: This must be able to store data values and metadata
(e.g., time since sample taken) for heterogeneous pixel regions while also serving as input to machine vision
image processing algorithms. Should require minimal computational overhead (to save energy). One possibility
is a quad tree representation.

• Developing an effective and efficient machine learning algorithm for choosing when and what data to update
in the scene cache. Should have a cost function that trades off energy consumption for application accuracy.
Algorithm development will likely be done offline using video training sets. Neural networks, especially convo-
lutional neural networks, have been found useful in image processing. Since convolutional layers are often used
to gradually reduce image size using multiple layers, they may integrate well into a heterogeneous scene cache
with varying resolutions of data [3].

• Power analysis and verification: Used to compare power consumption of scene cache algorithm to a baseline.
Could also be useful in planning algorithm. This could involve simulation and/or implementing the system in
hardware.
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